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Abstract: This article uses the Product Manufacturing Information (PMI) from STEP AP242 neutral
files for gripper selection and grasp planning in a robotic assembly operation. The PMI, along with
the part geometry and dimensions, are used in identifying various handling features of the parts and
selecting an appropriate gripper. The required PMI, like material, volume, surface finish, threading
and coating information, are added to the STEP AP242 files. The PMI is semantically included in the
STEP files following the Model Based Definition (MBD) methodology. Two methods are described
to add the PMI to the STEP files, one using a custom string and another using the standard entities
defined in ISO 10303 AP242: 2020 standard. The entire process is demonstrated in a use case.

Keywords: robot; assembly; STEP AP242; ISO 10303; STEP; Model Based Definition (MBD); Product
Manufacturing Information (PMI); constraint based robot programming

1. Introduction

Industrial grippers are crucial in many types of equipment like NC and special purpose
machines, fixed automation, workpiece turrets and industrial manipulators [1,2]. The
problem of robotic grippers is not new [3], but with the increasing adoption of robotic
applications under Industry 4.0 [4], their importance is increased as they are the essential
tool in many industrial operations like material handling [2]. Grippers are an essential
component for the success of robotic assembly operation [5] as they affect both the cost
and time of automation [6]. Hence, selecting an appropriate gripper and proper grasp
planning will increase the successful completion of assembly operations with less time and
lower cost.

The gripper selection and grasp planning is critical in the case of small and medium
enterprises (SMEs) as they handle significant product variations and lower production
volumes compared to mass production. As the product design changes, the SME needs to
make the gripper selection and grasp planning for each change, which results in increased
time and cost required for robotic assembly. The gripper selection and grasp planning
process can be improved using product information. Product information is made available
for all the stakeholders and downstream operations by adopting the Digital Thread (DT)
methodologies as per Industry 4.0.

Mohammed et al. [7] used a method to add welding information semantically to the
STEP files. This paper extends that method to include relevant PMI to the STEP AP242
Ed2 files and reuse it to identify the constraints for grasp planning. We also identify the
information required for gripper selection and grasp planning from the existing literature
and how this information can be included in the STEP AP242 files as per the latest industry
standards. A method to extract the relevant information from the STEP files and iden-
tify the constraints for gripper selection and grasp planning is proposed. This process is
demonstrated using a motor assembly use case.
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The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the gripping process and
information needed for gripper selection and grasp planning from the existing literature.
Section 3 presents the methodology of Model Based Definition (MBD) and the STEP AP242
standard is described in Section 4. Sections 5–7 demonstrate how surface finish and other
PMI can be added to the STEP AP242 files. Section 8 describes the process of extracting the
constraint information from the STEP AP242 files and the process is demonstrated using a
use case. The concluding remarks are presented in Section 9.

2. Robotic Gripping

Successful adoption of automatic assembly systems depends on the capabilities of the
grippers [1]. The gripping problem is one of the critical issues in the industrial assembly
and part handling process. The grasp planning processes are classified into analytical
and data-driven methods [8,9] as shown in Figure 1. Analytical methods are based on
kinematic and dynamic models of grasp problem and the data-driven methods are based
on machine learning techniques. Carvalho de Souza et al. [10] classified the data-driven
methods by separating the deep learning methods from the rest of the machine learning
methods. Kleeberger et al. [11] presented a comparison of various vision-based learning
methods of grasp planning for handling rigid, articulated and deformable objects.

Figure 1. Classification of grasp planning [8,9].

2.1. Gripper Performance and Selection

The grasp planning and gripper selection depend on several factors, but most are
related to the objects being handled. As the gripper directly comes in contact with the parts
during handling and assembly, their function and working envelope depend on the object’s
properties. The parameters that influence the selection and functioning of grippers are well
established in the literature [5,12–14].

As per Owen [12], the function of the gripper is limited by

• Static force;
• Dynamic force;
• Part geometry.

Birglen et al. [15] presented a comparison of the two-finger parallel industrial grippers
from various gripper manufacturers. They used characteristics like force, stroke, gripper
weight and C-factor for comparing the different out-of-shelf grippers. C-factor is a measure
that enables the comparison of grippers of different sizes and designs. It is calculated
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by multiplying the gripper’s stroke length by the ratio between the force and weight [2].
The object size, shape and material properties determine the selection of a gripper with
appropriate force, stroke and C-factor.

Lotter [5] divided the object parameters that affect the handling tasks into characteris-
tics and behavior. Object characteristics included geometry, size, mating/locking features,
holes and physical properties such as material and temperature. Behavior parameters
are further divided into stationary behavior that include positional stability and transfer
behavior. These parameters are derived for both fixed and robotic automation. Some of
these parameters are not relevant for robotic gripping, like stackability.

Fantoni et al. [14] identified the relevant parameters for gripper selection from the
Design for Assembly principles. These parameters were grouped as object and operation
parameters. The object parameters included both physical and geometric properties of
the object and the operation parameters included the factors related to feeding, handling
and placing.

2.2. Grasp Planning Using CAD

The closure of grasp in analytical methods is generally classified into two types
depending on the method of constraints.

Force-closure Grasps The grasp is known as force-closure if the object is held in position
by the gripper by applying force and moment at the contact points [16].

Form-closure Grasps Form-closure is achieved by selecting the contact points such that
the object is constrained without applying any frictional forces or moments [17,18].

Other forms of grasps like partial form-closure are also available in the literature [18].
The analytical methods of grasp planning use the part shape, features, material and

surface conditions in selecting the contact points and estimating the forces to achieve
a successful grasp. The data-driven methods also depend on the earlier knowledge of
the object’s shape or similarity with a known shape. When the object shape is entirely
unknown, the data-driven methods use sensor data to understand the object shape [8].
Even the data-driven methods benefit from the previous knowledge of the object geometry
and increase the grasp success [10].

Analytical methods are more appropriate for industrial applications than the data-
driven methods [9]. The grasp planning can benefit from using the CAD models of the
parts being handled and assembled. Kleeberger et al. [19] demonstrated that the success
rate of data-driven methods is increased by using object geometry either from CAD mod-
els or point clouds. Many researchers used part geometry for grasp planning [20]. van
Bruggen [21] described a method for identifying constraints of part features/surfaces un-
suitable for gripping. Miller et al. [22] used primitive shapes like spheres, cylinders, cones
and boxes for identifying initial grasp points and the grasp is simulated to arrive at the
best option.

Schmalz et al. [23] presented a method for dimensioning grippers using part geometry
from STEP files. Somani [24] combined CAD data with vision sensors for pose estimation
and defining constraints for bin-picking tasks.

This paper considers only the physical and geometric object properties and how these
parameters can be retrieved from the part design data for robotic applications. This paper
also uses assembly constraints and threading information for defining constraints for grasp
planning. The following key object parameters [1,14,25]:

• Dimensional size
• Material: strength, hardness, density
• Weight
• Surface texture
• Special coatings
• Thread information [21]
• Assembly constraints and mating information
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• Center of gravity
• Shape
• Part features: holes, surfaces

3. Model-Based Definition (MBD)

The 3D CAD models are prepared by the designers during the design phase of the
product life cycle. These 3D models are used to prepare the 2D manufacturing drawings.
The manufacturing drawings have the complete product definition in terms of 2D geometry,
dimensions and other PMI. Hence, the 2D manufacturing drawings are the single source of
product definition and are used as input to all other downstream operations in the product
life cycle. Manual effort is needed to read and recreate the operation-specific information
from the manufacturing drawings at each downstream operation. The reinterpretation
and recreation of data on the manufacturing shopfloor may result in human errors leading
to part quality issues that, in turn, result in increased time-to-market and production
costs. The manual intervention can be avoided by directly using the product data in the
downstream operations. The direct reuse of product definition is facilitated by adopting a
Model-Based Definition (MBD) methodology.

In the MBD methodology, the PMI is directly added to the features of the 3D CAD
model during the design stage rather than preparing a separate 2D manufacturing drawing.
Hence, the 3D model becomes the master source of product information carrying the
product geometry, critical dimensions, GD&T, surface finish and all other information
required by the downstream operations [26,27]. Figure 2 shows a 3D CAD model of a motor
end plate with all the PMI attached to its features along with title-block information like
part number, material and release date. MBD is the building block of product information
that enables the establishment of DT in a connected Model Based Enterprise (MBE). Many
downstream operations like NC machining and automated inspection [28] can reuse the
product information directly from the MBD without manual intervention. Goher et al. [29]
recorded many state-of-the-art applications of MBD.

Figure 2. Part with Material, Volume, Surface Texture and GD&T Annotations.
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The product information can be added to the 3D model as presentation PMI or se-
mantic PMI. The presentation PMI serves the purpose of visualizing PMI on a 3D model.
This type of PMI defeats the purpose of MBD as it requires human intervention to read
and reinterpret the product data from the 3D model. Semantic PMI can be read and
interpreted using computer programs. It serves the purpose of MBD by realizing the
goal of reducing or eliminating human involvement in data recreation at the downstream
manufacturing operations.

Another aspect related to the product definition is the problem of sharing it with
downstream operations and other stakeholders like sub-contractors. The designers can
share the MBD with the manufacturing teams in the native CAD format in which they were
created. However, in this case, all the stakeholders require access and expertise to use the
same commercial CAD software. Many SMEs cannot afford to purchase the licenses of the
CAD software used by the original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) to whom they supply.
Hence, the need for a neutral exchange format that can be used to share product definitions
to all the stakeholders across the extended enterprise. STEP AP242 neutral file format
matches the requirements for sharing the MBD as it can capture the PMI along with the
product geometry. A brief description of STEP AP242 is provided in the following section.

4. STEP AP242

The Ssandard for the Exchange of Product Model Data (STEP) is the standard for
product data representation and exchange extensively used in the industry. STEP AP242
is the latest member of the STEP-family of ISO (International Standards Organization)
standards 10303: Automation systems and integration–Product data representation and exchange.
The application protocol AP242: Managed model–based 3D engineering is defined to fulfill
the needs of capturing and exchanging MBD [30]. The first edition of AP242, released in
2014, replaced the earlier application protocols AP203 (configuration controlled 3D designs
of mechanical parts and assemblies) and AP214 (core data for automotive mechanical
design processes) [31,32]. The latest (second) edition of this Application Protocol (AP)
was in 2020 [33]. With the increasing digitalization as part of Industry 4.0 processes,
the significance and use of STEP AP242 are increasing. STEP AP242 is used for various
applications like automated tolerance analysis [34], CAD/CAE integration and smart
manufacturing [35–37].

STEP AP242 facilitates the creation of MBD as per ASME Y14.41–2019: Digital Product
Definition Data Practices [38] standard. Both presentation and semantic PMI can be added to
the STEP AP242 files. Only semantic PMI is used in the current paper as presentation PMI
is not suitable for robot programming and constraint definition. STEP AP242 files can carry
the following product information.

Geometry STEP files capture the exact product geometry that can be extracted and used
to identify various features of the part.

Assembly Information The information about the product structure and assembly con-
straints are part of STEP AP242 standards. This information is used to identify the
relative positions of components in an assembly and is used by Mohammed et al. [39]
to define the robot motion constraints for assembly.

Critical Dimensions and GD&T The critical-to-quality dimensions and the GD&T infor-
mation can be directly added to the relevant part features in a STEP AP242 file.
The information can be used to extract the sizes and locations of assembly features
and estimate possible deviations from the nominal design values as described by
Mohammed et al. [40].

Annotations STEP AP242 enables the addition of other necessary PMI such as surface
finish, thread specifications and welding information as annotations. Mohammed et
al. [7] added the welding annotations to the weld seams using Unicode strings to the
STEP AP242 files.
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Properties The product properties like material, weight, bounding box and other metadata
can be included in the STEP AP242 files and reused in the automation of handling
and packaging.

Notes Text annotations can be added to the STEP AP242 files to include tool or process-
related information needed in the downstream manufacturing operations.

This paper deals with the addition and extraction of surface texture, thread, coating,
bounding box and material and part properties to the STEP AP242 files.

5. Surface Finish Symbols

The addition of surface finish symbols in the product documentation should be as per
ISO 21920-1:2021-Geometrical product specifications (GPS)—Surface texture: Profile—Part 1: In-
dication of surface texture [41]. ISO 21920-1: 2021 replaced the earlier standard ISO 1302:2002-
Geometrical Product Specifications (GPS)—Indication of surface texture in technical product
documentation [42]. These ISO standards deal with the symbols used in the profile methods.
ISO 25178-1:2016-Geometrical product specifications (GPS)—Surface texture: Areal—Part 1:
Indication of surface texture [43] specifies the rules for adding areal surface texture symbols.
Table 1 shows the surface texture symbols from these standards.

Table 1. Various profile and areal surface texture symbols and the corresponding standards [41–43].

Symbol Type Name Description ISO Standard

Profile Basic symbol Any manufacturing process permitted 1302:2002 (Obsolete)

Profile Expanded symbol Material removal required 1302:2002 (Obsolete)

Profile Expanded symbol Material removal not permitted 1302:2002 (Obsolete)

Profile Complete symbol Any manufacturing process permitted 1302:2002 (Obsolete)

Profile Complete symbol Material removal required 1302:2002 (Obsolete)

Profile Complete symbol Material removal not permitted 1302:2002 (Obsolete)

Profile Graphical symbol Any manufacturing process permitted 21920-1:2021

Profile Graphical symbol Material removal 21920-1:2021

Profile Graphical symbol Material removal not permitted 21920-1:2021

Areal Basic symbol Any manufacturing process permitted 25178-1:2016

Areal Expanded symbol Material removal required 25178-1:2016

Areal Expanded symbol Material removal not permitted 25178-1:2016
Areal Complete symbol Any manufacturing process permitted 25178-1:2016
Areal Complete symbol Material removal required 25178-1:2016

Areal Complete symbol Material removal not permitted 25178-1:2016

Areal Complete symbol Showing ‘All Around’ symbol 25178-1:2016

ISO 21920-1:2021 standard defines two levels of parameter indication on the surface
finish symbols. One is the minimal level of indication, where only mandatory parameters
or mandatory parameters along with one of the semi-mandatory parameters are shown on
the symbol and all other parameters are mapped to their default values. Another complete
level of indication specifies values of all the parameters on the surface finish symbol. The
complete indication of all the parameters is not common in practice and is used in rare
cases [41]. This paper combines both these methods and uses it to form a single custom
text string.

Figure 3 shows the surface finish symbol and positional labels of all the possible
parameters that can be included in the symbol as per the ISO 21920-1:2021 standard [41].
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The parameters shown in between angular brackets (‘<’ and ‘>’) are mandatory while those
shown within square brackets (‘[’ and ‘]’) are optional when default values are used. The
parameters shown between parentheses (‘(’ and ‘)’) are semi-mandatory. The profile L-filter
nesting index determines the default values of all optional parameters in the case of the
R-parameter symbol and the profile S-filter nesting index determines the default values of
all optional parameters in the case of the W-parameter symbol. Only the relevant (profile
L-filter/S-filter nesting index) of these semi-mandatory parameters are shown with the
mandatory parameters. When only the two mandatory parameters are shown, then these
two semi-mandatory parameters will be considered optional. The positional labels and
the description of the parameters represented by these labels shown in Figure 3 are given
below [41].

a: tolerance type
b: symbol for R-parameter/P-parameter/W-parameter
c: tolerance limit value of the profile surface texture parameter
d: tolerance acceptance rule
e: profile S-filter type
f: profile S-filter nesting index
g: profile L-filter type
h: profile L-filter nesting index
i: section length
k: number of sections
m: evaluation length, used when indicating evaluation length replaces the section param-

eters i and k
n: profile F-operator association method and element
p: profile F-operator nesting index
q: method for profile extraction
r: other requirements using OR(n) symbol
s: manufacturing process
t: surface lay and direction of lay
u: profile direction relative to the surface lay

Figure 3. Format of the surface texture symbol with all the possible parameters as per the ISO
21920-1:2021 standard [41].

The detailed description of these parameters and their possible values are well known
in the industry and the discussion about them is considered out of the scope of this
paper. The interested reader can refer the relevant standards in the ISO 21920 [44,45]
and ISO 25178 [46,47] series. The symbolic representations of the values of some of these
parameters are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Surface texture parameters, the positional labels, symbolic representation and their
description [41].

Symbol Label Parameter Description Custom
Code

Tmax d Tolerance acceptance rule Maximum tolerance STMX
T16% d Tolerance acceptance rule 16% tolerance ST16
Tmed d Tolerance acceptance rule Median tolerance STMD
M t Surface lay Multi-directional SMLD
C t Surface lay Circular SCRC
R t Surface lay Radial SRDL
P t Surface lay Particulate SPRT

t Surface lay and direction
of lay Parallel SPRL

t Surface lay and direction
of lay Perpendicular SPPD

t Surface lay and direction
of lay Crossed SCRS

u Profile direction Perpendicular to the
predominant direction SPPD

u Profile direction Parallel to the
predominant direction SPRL

u Profile direction Circular SCRC

u Profile direction At an angle to the
predominant direction SA<XX>

6. Adding Surface Finish Symbols to the STEP AP242 Files

This section describes two methods of adding surface finish information to STEP
AP242 files. The first method uses a custom-defined text string and the second uses the
standard entities defined in the second edition of the STEP AP242 standard.

6.1. Using Custom Annotation String

Mohammed et al. [7,40] demonstrated the addition of welding annotations and
GD&T to the STEP AP242 files. It was based on the CAx recommendation of PMI Uni-
code String Specification Examples and Mapping Strategies [48]. The current method is also
based on this recommendation and extends the method presented in the earlier papers by
Mohammed et al. [7,40]. The differences of the present method from the earlier ones are

• The method described in the CAx recommendation [48] is based on ISO 1302: 2002.
However, the present method is extended to match the latest ISO standard 21920-1:
2021, which replaced the earlier standard ISO 1302: 2002.

• The current method deals with the profile method of surface texture annotations.
It incorporates the features for adding surface texture annotations as per the areal
method specified in ISO 25178-1: 2016.

• While Unicode characters are used for welding and GD&T annotations, this method
does not use any Unicode characters. The surface texture annotation has only a few
symbols which can be directly mapped to the Unicode characters and most of the
values used in surface finish symbols are text-based. Hence, custom codes are used
for all the parameters in the surface texture annotation.

Using the current method, the surface texture annotation is fully semantic. For the
grasp planning and gripper selection, the semantic interpretation of all the parameters of
the annotation are not needed, but this can be useful in automatic quality planning and
inspection processes.

Forming the Annotation String:

The custom annotation string is formed as per the following rules [7,40,48].
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• The annotation string starts with a six-letter combination ‘STSXXX’. The first three
letters in this combination ‘STS’ stands for ‘Surface Texture Symbol’.

• The following letter is used to indicate the methodology of surface texture symbols
whether profile or areal. The next two letters are used to specify the symbol type and
manufacturing/machining, respectively. The letter identifiers for these parameters are
shown in Table 3.

• The ‘All Around’ symbol is added after this six-letter combination using ‘SAAS’ using
‘\w’ as a separator between the two combinations.

• ‘\w’ is used as a separator between various parameters and regions. ‘\u’ is used to
separate different values/combinations under a single parameter, for example, sepa-
rating section length and number of sections. Therefore, the string values representing
the section length (i) and number of sections (k) will be of the form ‘\wi\uk’. When
the evaluation length (m) is given instead of section length (i) and number of sections
(k), then the string equivalent will be ‘\wm\u’.

• A four-letter combination such as ‘SXXX’ is used to indicate various abbreviations,
symbols and identifiers. Table 2 shows the various custom codes for some of the
symbols used in surface texture annotation.

• The profile direction value ‘at an angle’ can be included using ‘SA<XX>’. Here, the
angle value is added in the place of ‘<XX>’, for example ‘SA45’.

• The direction of lay and profile direction may carry a ‘Feature Control Frame’ to
indicate the direction and the datum plane. This can be added using ‘\u’ after the
direction of lay/profile direction symbol and the datum indicator is separated from
the direction in the feature control frame using ‘\x’.

• Any other values inside various parameters can be added using the separator ‘\v’.
For example, the R-parameter values ‘Rdc(p, q)’ can be added as ‘\wRdc\vp\vq’.

Table 3. Symbol descriptions and their alphabet identifiers.

Description Identifier

Profile P
Areal A

Basic symbol B
Expanded symbol E
Complete symbol C
Graphical symbol G

Any manufacturing process permitted A
Material removal required M

Material removal not permitted N

Figure 4 shows the surface finish symbol with mandatory values of R-parameter and
tolerance limit along with the equivalent annotation string. Here, all the other parameters
are to be mapped to the default values as per ISO 21920-3:2021 [45]. This surface texture
string can be customized to match the industry and organizational practices. The method
described here is focused on the profile surface texture symbols as prescribed in ISO 21920-
1: 2021 [41]. However, the areal surface texture symbol is also enabled in the starting
six-letter combination and the rest of the string can be easily formed by adopting the rules
for areal symbols.

Figure 4. Surface texture symbol with R-parameter and tolerance limit value and the corresponding
annotation string.
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The surface texture annotation string can be added to the STEP AP242 files using the
entity ‘TEXT_LITERAL’. This annotation can be semantically attached to the relevant part
feature using ‘SHAPE_REPRESENTATION’ entity.

6.2. Using the Standard Entities from STEP AP242Ed2

The latest edition of STEP AP242 standard has the capability to add the surface texture
symbols as per ISO 1302:2002 and ASME Y14.36M-1996 standards. In the latest edition of
the standard, the information requirements of Application Module Surface conditions (Part:
1110) are fully developed to match the needs of the surface texture symbols. The following
type and entity definitions are given in the standard to include surface texture information
in the STEP files.

• Type Definitions:

– surface_lay_and_orientation
– surface_texture_characteristic_type
– surface_texture_material_removal_condition_enumeration
– surface_texture_requirement_type

• Entity Definitions:

– Standard_surface_texture_parameter
– Surface_texture
– Surface_texture_parameter
– User_defined_surface_texture_parameter

Though these entities are defined in line with the now-withdrawn ISO 1302:2002
standard, they can be used to represent most of the parameters under the latest surface
texture standard ISO 21920-1:2021. Table 4 indicates the matching between the parameters
of the surface texture symbol of Figure 3 to the standard entities and attributes.

Table 4. Mapping of surface texture symbol parameters to STEP entities and attributes.

Entity.Attribute Indicator Parameter

Standard_surface_texture_parameter.tolerance_type a tolerance type
Standard_surface_texture_parameter.characteristic_type b symbol for R-parameter/P-parameter/W-parameter
Standard_surface_texture_parameter.characteristic_value c tolerance limit value of the profile surface texture parameter
– d tolerance acceptance rule
Standard_surface_texture_parameter.transmission_band_filter_short_wave e profile S-filter type
– f profile S-filter nesting index
Standard_surface_texture_parameter.transmission_band_filter_long_wave g profile L-filter type
– h profile L-filter nesting index
Standard_surface_texture_parameter.evaluation_length i section length
Standard_surface_texture_parameter.number_of_sampling_lengths k number of sections
Standard_surface_texture_parameter.evaluation_length m evaluation length
– n profile F-operator association method and element
– p profile F-operator nesting index
– q method for profile extraction
Standard_surface_texture_parameter.additional_information r other requirements using OR(n) symbol
Surface_texture.manufacturing_method s manufacturing process
Surface_texture.direction t surface lay and direction of lay
– u profile direction relative to the surface lay

These entities and attributes are mapped to the entities of Integrated Generic Resources:
Fundamentals of product description and support (Part: 41) and Material and other engineering
properties (Part: 45). The entity ‘STANDARD_SURFACE_TEXTURE_PARAMETER’ maps
to ‘PROPERTY_DEFINITION’ entity of Product property definition schema of Part: 41. The
entities ‘DESCRIPTIVE_REPRESENTATION_ITEM’ and ‘MEASURE_REPRESENTATION_
ITEM’ from Qualified measure schema of Part: 45 can be used to add the values to the
descriptive and physical measurable attributes, respectively. Figure 5 shows the method of
adding the parameter ‘tolerance acceptance rule’, which cannot be matched directly to any
entity or attribute in the standard.
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Figure 5. Addition of surface texture parameter—tolerance acceptance rule to STEP AP242 file.

Addition of Custom Annotation String Using Standard Entities

It was suggested in Section 6.1 that the custom string of surface texture annotation
can be added using the entity ‘TEXT_LITERAL.’ The custom annotation string can also be
added using the method depicted in Figure 5. The custom string should be added to the
‘description’ attribute of the ‘DESCRIPTIVE_REPRESENTATION_ITEM’ entity and ‘user
defined string representation’ should be used for the ‘name.’

7. Adding Other Relevant PMI to STEP Files
7.1. Thread Information

Thread specification is one of the key information items about the joining process
during the assembly. Generally, designers do not model the exact geometry of the thread
features. The thread is specified using ‘cosmetic thread’, a feature provided by CAD tools.
In the manufacturing drawing the threaded region is annotated with a thread note. The
same thread annotation can be added to the corresponding geometric element in the STEP
file using the method described in Section 6.1. The thread annotation will start with the
letter combination ‘THD’ and other four-letter codes will start with ‘TD’. The custom string
can be formed to match the needs of metric or unified thread specifications.

7.2. Special Coatings and Paints

The information about the special coatings and paints on part surfaces can be added as
specified in the Application Module Surface conditions (Part: 1110). The entity ‘COAT-
ING_LAYER’ defines the properties of coatings. This entity is mapped to the entity
‘SHAPE_ASPECT’ from the Integrated Generic Resource: Fundamentals of product description
and support (Part: 41).

The coating material can be specified using the entity ‘MATERIAL_IDENTIFICATION’
of the Application Module Generic Material Aspects (Part: 1681) which maps to the en-
tity ‘MATERIAL_DESIGNATION’ of the Integrated Generic Resource: Material and other
engineering properties (Part: 45).
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7.3. Material

The Application Module Generic Material Aspects (Part: 1681) specifies the information
requirements for adding material and material properties like density and maps these
requirements to the Integrated Generic Resource: Material and other engineering properties
(Part: 45). Using the entity ‘MATERIAL_DESIGNATION’ from Material property definition
schema, material can be added to the STEP files at part level as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Assignment of a material to a part.

The material specification here is added at the part level by directly referencing the
‘PRODUCT_DEFINITION’ entity, while the material for coatings (Section 7.2) is defined for
the particular surface of the part using ‘SHAPE_ELEMENT’ entity.

Material Properties

Any material property like density, hardness and strength can be added to the STEP
files using the other entities defined in the same Integrated Generic Resource: Material and
other engineering properties (Part: 45). Figure 7 shows the method of adding the density at
the part level.

Figure 7. Specification of material density directly as a property of the part.

7.4. Volume and Mass

The measure, product property definition and product property representation schemas
from the Integrated Generic Resource: Fundamentals of product description and support (Part:
41) can be used for adding various physical properties to the STEP files. The mass value can
be directly added to the part using the standard entities. The entities for adding volume are
already defined in the standard. The method described in the CAx Recommended Practices
for User Defined Attributes [49] is used to define the units for volume.

7.5. Bounding Box

There are no entities defined in STEP AP242 standard to add bounding box dimensions
directly to the part. A method is proposed in the CAx Recommended Practices for Geometric
and Assembly Validation Properties [50] for adding a bounding box to the STEP file. The use
of two ‘CARTESIAN_POINT’ entities was recommended to represent the two corner points
of the diagonal of the bounding box. We used the same method to add the bounding box of
the rotor as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Rotor sub-assembly with the bounding box, volume, surface texture, part coordinate system
and center of mass.

8. Constraint Identification

As mentioned in Section 2.2, the object properties are one of the key parameters in
grasp planning and gripper selection. In the case of industrial applications, the geometry
of the objects is precisely defined during the design phase of the product life cycle. This
section proposes a method of reusing the part geometry along with the PMI to identify
the object parameters that can be used to specify the constraints for grasp planning and
gripper selection.

8.1. Identification of Handling Features from STEP Files

Van Holland et al. [51,52] classified the features as ‘handling features’ and ‘connecting
features’ and used these features of grasp planning in an assembly process. They further
classified the handling features as feeding, fixturing and grasping features. The feeding
and fixturing features are used while feeding and initial presentation of components to the
feeding area and these features are not available for grasping. This type of classification is
not beneficial when the initial feeding and fixturing positions are not defined in the case of
bin-picking or where visual sensing is used.

This paper proposes the classification of handling features into the following three
categories.

• Forbidden Features: The features that are strictly not available for grasping are re-
ferred to as forbidden features. These include the assembly/mating features and the
functional features that might be damaged by the grippers, like threaded regions [21],
surfaces with special coatings and surface finish requirements. Only special surface
finish specifications on particular features are used to identify forbidden features, not
the default surface finish requirement that applies to the entire part.

• Restricted Features: The features that can be used during the initial stages of handling
tasks like re-orienting and moving from the initial position to the start of assembly
engagement are considered as restricted features. For example, in the case of a shaft
and housing assemblies both the ends of the shaft are available for grasping in the
initial stages of handling. As the shaft starts engaging with the housing during the
assembly, one end becomes unavailable for grasping depending on the direction of
assembly. Here, such an end of the shaft is a restricted feature and can be used during
the initial stages of handling and assembly process. Bounding box dimensions are
used to derive the restricted features.

• Grasp Features: The remaining features on the part are open for grasping during all
the stages of handling and assembly. These features are called grasp features.
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One major criterion in applying the constraints of various part features and gripper
selection is that the part should not be damaged during the handling process [12]. The
following steps are followed in identifying various handling features from the STEP files.

1. Identify the global coordinate system of the assembly
2. Identify the forbidden features: Features with

• Assembly constraints
• Surface texture annotations
• Thread annotations
• Coating information

3. Identify the bounding box dimensions of part and mating sub-assembly
4. Convert the bounding box of the part to the global coordinate system
5. Using the mating features, find the final position of the part and its bounding box
6. Find the restricted features, by calculating the interference of the part bounding box

with the bounding box of the mating part/sub-assembly
7. The remaining features are identified as grasp features
8. Extract the shape and dimensions of the grasp features
9. Extract/calculate the part properties like density, strength, volume and weight
10. Use these properties for gripper selection, grasp planning and motion planning with

collision avoidance

Table 5 shows various types of information from STEP files and which constraint they
define.

Table 5. Product information from STEP files and its relevance in grasp planning.

Product Information Grasp Planning Constraints

Assembly constraints Forbidden features
Special surface texture annotations Forbidden features
Thread annotation Forbidden features
Special coatings Forbidden features
Bounding box dimensions Restricted features
Material and material properties Gripper selection
Volume Gripper selection
Mass Gripper selection
Feature dimensions Gripper selection
Feature shape Grasp points and gripper selection
Center of Gravity Selection of grasp points

8.2. Gripper Selection

The object parameters extracted from the STEP AP242 files become input to the
selection process of an appropriate gripper for assembling the part. The dimensions of
grasp features, part weight and material properties are used to find a gripper. This paper
considers only force closure grasp with impactive grippers. A two-level criterion is used
in selecting the grippers. The first level narrows down the list of appropriate grippers
based on their grasp width and payload. The second level identifies the suitable grippers
depending on the maximum gripping force and frictional forces between the gripper and
the part. The criterion for selecting the right gripper is as follows.

Level 1:

1. The size of the grasp features (width/diameter) should be between the minimum
and maximum grasp width of the gripper.

2. When the minimum grasp width of the gripper is not available, the stroke
should be greater than the grasp features’ size.

3. The gripper’s payload should be greater than the part weight. This paper
suggests a maximum limit to the gripper’s payload to twice the weight of the
part.

Level 2:
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1. The gripping force should be able to lift the part only through friction, i.e., the
frictional force (Ff ) should be greater than the gravitational force [1], as shown
in Figure 9.

Fg > (m · g)/(µ · n) (1)

where Fg: Gripping force;
Fg = µ · n · Ff (2)

m: mass of the object;
g: acceleration due to gravity;
µ: coefficient of friction between the gripper fingers and the object;
n: number of gripper finger.

Figure 9. Forces acting on the part during gripping.

Here, the part is considered rigid under the gripping forces. While identifying the
grasp regions of the object, the damage to surface finish, threads and coating is already
considered and such regions are classified as forbidden regions. Another aspect that can be
considered in the selection of the gripper is its weight. If the weight of the gripper is large,
it will take a significant portion of the robot’s payload. As we have limited the payload
of the gripper to a maximum of twice the object weight, this eliminates the possibility of
selecting a big/heavy gripper that can impact the robot’s payload.

8.3. Grasp Planning/Execution

Once the proper gripper is in place and all the object constraints are identified, the
next task will be to plan or execute the grasp. For simple geometries where the gripper
is close to the desired grasp location, constraint-based robot programming can be used
to create a controller with which the gripper position converges to the grasp position.
eTaSL/eTC is a constraint-based task specification system based on Lua for robot program-
ming [53]. The gripping constraints can be easily included in the constraint set defined
by Mohammed et al. [39] for completing the assembly operation. For simple geometries
where the initial conditions place the robot manipulator further from the grasping location,
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Somani presents a sampling-based motion planner that samples in the nullspace of geo-
metric constraints [24]. For more complicated geometries where the approach trajectory
to the grasp location may require multiple reorientations of the gripper to avoid collision
with the environment or forbidden surfaces, a more general motion planning solution such
as the solvers from OMPL [54] is required. Evaluation of which solution to use is system
architecture and workspace layout dependent and not part of the current work.

8.4. Motor Use Case

This process is applied to a motor assembly. Figure 8 shows the rotor with the bounding
box, volume and surface texture annotations along the part coordinate system and center
of mass (coinciding with the origin of the part coordinate system). The PMI in this paper
does not correspond to the actual design of the part, but hypothetical PMI was added to
demonstrate the method. The PMI is added to the housing and rotor parts using JSDAI
API [55]. Figure 10 shows the rotor assembled with the motor housing.

Figure 10. Rotor sub-assembly assembled with Housing showing bounding boxes.

The relevant information is identified and extracted from the STEP files and used in
identifying the various types of features on the rotor part.

Figure 11 shows the various types of handling features of the rotor sub-assembly. Only
the grasp feature (shown in green) is grasped from starting of handling until the comple-
tion of the assembly task. The restricted features can be used for extra support during
movement and collision avoidance of the part from the initial position. The forbidden
features are identified from the assembly constraints and surface texture annotations. All
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other PMI such as material is also extracted and used to select the appropriate gripper for
the assembly operation.

Figure 11. Handling features of rotor sub-assembly.

The diameter of the grasp feature is 15.97 mm and the weight of the rotor sub-assembly
is 2.88 kg. With these values, the criterion described in Section 8.2 is followed to select a
suitable gripper for this assembly operation. A total of 24 two-fingered impactive grippers
from four different manufacturers are considered. The summary of these grippers is given
in Table 6.

Taking a coefficient of friction of 0.25 for steel–steel contact between the gripper fingers
and the part, the minimum gripping force needed is 56.51 N. With these values of weight,
diameter and gripping forces, five grippers that match the criterion were selected. This
demonstrates that suitable grippers can be selected by using the object parameters and
constraints extracted from the STEP AP242 files.

Table 6. Summary of Grippers Considered for the Use Case.

Manufacturer Number of Grippers Payload Range (Kg) Maximum Grasp
Width

Stroke
(mm)

Max. Gripping
Force (N)

OnRobot 5 2–20 430 38–160 450
Shunk 11 0.55–42 620 5–90 8460

Robotiq 3 2.5–5 140 50–140 235
Festo 5 0.2–4.24 40 20–40 3716

9. Conclusions

This paper demonstrated how the relevant product geometric and manufacturing
information from STEP AP242 files could be reused in grasp planning and gripper selection.
Two ways of adding the surface texture annotation to the STEP files are described. Using
these methods, the surface finish annotations are semantically added to the STEP files
as per the latest ISO standards on surface texture annotations. Though the STEP AP242
standard is defined to include surface texture information as per ISO 1302:2002, the methods
presented in this paper enable the addition of surface texture annotations as per the latest
ISO 21920-1:2021 standard. These methods can also be easily adapted to add areal surface
texture symbols as per the ISO 25178-1:2016 standard. Other relevant information is added
to the STEP files as per the latest STEP AP242 standard that match the recommendations of
the CAx implementer forum.

This paper proposes a novel classification of handling features and a method to identify
them using the product information from the STEP files. This classification is appropriate
for handling and assembly operations and can also be combined with other data-driven or
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sensor-dependent grasp planning strategies. The rules are used to identify various types
of handling features on a rotor of a motor assembly, as demonstrated in the use case. A
criterion for selecting the grippers using the object parameters extracted from the STEP
AP242 files is presented. This is also demonstrated by selecting appropriate grippers for
handling the rotor sub-assembly.

The surface texture annotations are only used in identifying the constrained regions of
forbidden features in this paper. However, these annotations are fully semantic and can be
used for other manufacturing and downstream processes of surface roughness inspection
and quality assurance. The restricted features can be used in supporting and handling large
objects using multi-robotic systems during the initial phases or until when those features
actually start engaging with the other parts.
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